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2014 SURVEY ON THE USE OF MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES IN CANADIAN
FORESTRY OPERATIONS
Introduction
Computer technology continues to evolve at blinding speed. Today’s mobile technology enables what
used to be recorded on desktop computers or on paper just a few years ago. Now, data can be viewed,
shared and recorded on devices such as smart phones or other mobile devices used within harvesting
operations. In addition, telecommunications capabilities in Canada have significantly improved,
providing connectivity where it was not available in the past, although there are still large areas where
forestry operates with limited cellular communication services.
In order to better orient its technology development strategies, FPInnovations has invited a number of
its members throughout Canada to take an on-line survey to obtain information on the current and
future state of technology platforms, data collections mechanisms and communications being used or
soon-to-be used in forestry field operations. This information will help FPI understand the current state
of technology and the direction its members are heading to with respect to mobile computing needs.

Survey methodology
The on-line survey was conducted during the summer 2014. It contained 10 questions on the use of
mobile technology devices and applications. A total of 38 people participated in the survey, with the
following geographical provenance:
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BC

4

AB

14

ON

2

QC

11

Newfoundland

2

Nova Scotia

2

New Brunswick

3
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RESULTS
Question 1
What proportion of your field staff is using mobile computing technology today, and in the near future
(3 years)?

As demonstrated in the graph, there is a clear tendency towards an increased use of mobile
technology. The answers reveal that more than 90% of people involved in field operations will use
mobile technologies within the next three years.
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Question 2
What proportion of your field staff is using mobile technology as their only technology platform? I.e. they
complete their work in the field and do not return to a physical office to enter the results on another
computer.

Again, the tendency towards an increased use of mobile technology is clear. While most field personnel
do not use mobile technology to perform all of their tasks today, we can see that more and more people
will rely solely on mobile technologies in the next three years.
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Question 3
What platforms are being used by your company field staff to perform mobile computing or data
collection today, and what do you expect in the near future (3 years)?

This graph reveals that usage of traditional technologies like laptop computers and handheld data
recorders will decrease in the next three years while new technologies like tablets and smartphones
show a net increase over the same period.
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Question 4
What operating system are currently being used and expected to be used in 3 years’ time?

The results tell us that no significant change is anticipated in the distribution of operating systems used
today and in the near future, although we see a slight shift from Blackberry to iOS and Android.
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Question 5
What types of GPS devices are you using in your operations today and list their applications (e.g.
Scaling, cruising, regeneration surveys, road asset management).
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These graphs reveal that Garmin devices and the SX technology are by far the most popular GPS
devices in Canada. The main use of GPS devices is for pre-operation activities (block and road layouts,
surveys) as well as machine navigation and GPS tracklog collection.

Question 6
What types of applications would you like to have today that you do not currently use?
The following answers were obtained from respondents:
•

Paper forms (inspections, hazard assessments, reports etc.) in digital form;

•

Tablets, smartphones;

•

Check cruising;

•

Cost effective mobile office;

•

GPS and screen in harvesting equipment;

•

Ability to collect spatial and non-spatial data in the same platform / device (e.g. collect cut
blocks boundary data and pre-harvest inspection data);

•

Real time asset tracking;

•

Inspection forms / EMS forms on tablets. No paper, no double data entry;

•

Portable invoicing application based on GPS monitoring. This could be placed in any machine
track usage by GPS movement, summarize and e-mail data to area supervisor on a daily basis;

•

Arc programs on iPads;

•

Tablets synchronized with ArcGIS applications, FPDat;

•

Fuel tracking, simple PMH reporting, MultiDAT on mobile;

•

Handheld programs for log quality that can be uploaded into a system to track quality / payment
also improvements for scaling applications for AB (current platform supported by ESRD is poor);

•

High resolution imagery displayed in the bunchers and skidders to operate. With this, we would
like to have the control of using our data to manipulate and upload to a machine wirelessly or to
FPTrak;

•

Two way transfer of data from the field;

•

Remote data collection of fuel consumption, smartphone downloads;

•

FPDat, cruise program, more mobility for field staff, database program for handhelds;

•

OEM inventory and production information retrieval and transfer.

•

Road asset management and planning;

•

Tablet based survey / quality / inspection forms;
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•

We plan to have a system in place that allows us to automatically upload data from the
Toughpads to an SQL database. We would like field staff to be able to collect data in the field on
the Toughpad and then run a script when they get to the office that uploads the data to the
correct tables to save them having to enter data twice. Smartphones are another avenue. Most
of our Field Staff use Blackberries;

•

Applications to work on cell phones or tablets for data collection including GPS;

•

We are actively looking for an application that would let us better capture spatial features in a
disconnected environment. We've tried various apps but nothing has provided a sufficient
solution;

•

Cruise Plot location;

•

Applications that provide up-to-date KPIs. I.e. - Cycle time actuals, Bush Loading times, Yard
loading times, Machine / Contractor actual productivity, Harvest inspections which upload
automatically to a database;

•

Reliable and real time measuring system in harvesters;

•

We have almost everything we need, but would like to make the applications more robust and
easy to use;

•

As built surveys (eliminate paper forms);

•

Real time operation tracking, contractor and staff payment system;

•

Road side measurements, compliance to regulations applications, onsite result compilation and
data analysis;

•

Improve knowledge, precision and location of standing trees inventories;

•

Standing trees inventories;

•

Tablets to replace paper forms for supervisors, computers in equipment (navigation, production
and performance tracking);

•

Improve GPS in harvesters and bigger screens;

•

Data collection from engine ECM.

As one can see, there is a wide range of potential applications of mobile technologies. One recurring
response was the ability to use mobile devices to eliminate paper forms.
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Question 7
What are your most important current challenges with your mobile devices and applications?
Here are the answers received:
•

Convincing "old guard" who are used to doing things a certain way to embrace new
technologies. Tying together “gpsing”, photos and forms into a single easy to use piece of
technology, gaining increased accuracy in a small enough package that field personnel are
willing to carry it;

•

Communications, would like a streamlined process and every event connected. Each
department/operation are separated from each other and it would be nice to all be using the
same information, coming in and going out;

•

Cell phone coverage;

•

Data flow is the #1 challenge, from setting effective standards & business rules for data
entry/capture, to uploading or syncing the data to our enterprise databases;

•

Corporate direction/policy on what devices and how they will be utilized;

•

Linking inspection forms (historically collected on paper) and spatial data with a GIS. Having the
ability to generate good reports. Have a user friendly interface for entering data;

•

Data preparation and exchange;

•

Day to day management, FPInnovations cost of having contractor in Athabasca;

•

Too few;

•

Cost. We need to find on shelf applications to get cost down. Android tablets seem to be the
least expensive. Quality GPS receivers that blue tooth to various platforms. Time involved with
managing data;

•

Standardizing applications and finding apps that are functional;

•

Coverage;

•

Auto synchronizing back into internal network systems;

•

Limited applications that can do everything and easily uploaded into a system. Need a hierarchy
data management strategy that info can feed into, to be summarized;

•

Coverage - northern latitudes have poorer cell and satellite coverage;

•

Updating data into hardware and being able to add or manipulate data wirelessly on harvest
sites;

•

Lack of connectivity in the field;

•

Service. Its takes too long to get a device repaired, several weeks will pass before the unit is
returned and sometimes there is no other device to replace the broken one, therefore data is
loss which is important to planners and supervisors;

•

Battery life, compatibility issues, learning/training to use to full potential;
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•

The age and lack of ability for upgrade to newer platforms of our software, money, compatibility
issues;

•

Cell connectivity and data transmission;

•

Ensuring applications work with changing operating systems;

•

The automatic upload as mentioned before. The Toughpads work well and we have committed
to these units, we just need to figure out next steps to streamline the process;

•

The ruggedness of tablets and applications for data collection availability;

•

Disconnected editing (in areas with no cellular coverage), caching imagery for use while
disconnected, data transfer back to our main forest management application;

•

Service areas are getting better but still not everywhere;

•

Apps don't link to a data base. It would be great to have your job / task requirements easily
gathered on a tablet through an App which automatically uploads to the appropriate data base
when back in WI-FI communication. Need customizable Apps & Databases;

•

Reliability;

•

Ease the collect and transfer of information inside the machinery's GPS;

•

Batteries’ life, data lost (bad utilization of the tool by the operator or problem with the software);

•

Mislaying data, keeping updates actualized at all time;

•

Availability of the network on only 20% of the sectors;

•

Cost, technology updating, compatibility between systems, simplicity of support, simplicity of
GPS integration of data capture / cartography / photography / updating;

•

No network available in the field;

•

Low utilization because of the age of my field operators and the work volume is variable;

•

Technical support and ease of use for the operators;

•

Reliability and ease of use for the operators;

•

Reduce the cost and delay of data transfer from the MultiDAT or FPDat to the office.

With these answers, we can see that one of the main concerns of respondents with the use of mobile
technology is the lack of cellular coverage in forest operations. Related to this, the cost of satellite data
communications is also a problem.
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Question 8
What GIS software do you use to display company data on maps?

The survey confirmed that the ESRI product line is still the most widely used GIS platform in the
industry.

Other software used
•

Avenza;

•

Map Source;

•

Silvacom online;

•

Tatuk GIS;

•

Garmin;

•

ArcPad 7 for use in the field with the Juno's and it also works on the Toughpads;

•

Cengea Resources;

•

ArcView GIS 3.2.
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Question 9
In areas where cell coverage is low, how are you transmitting data today, and what do you expect in the
near future? Please check all that apply.

This question revealed that manual downloads of information, because of lack of telephone
connectivity, are still prominent today. There appears to be a shift towards the use of satellite data and
hybrid systems using Wi-Fi / cellular capabilities of smartphone devices.

Other comments received for this question
•

Would prefer better cell coverage;

•

It would be excellent to transfer info from the Toughpads or smartphones to the FPDat units
through use of the Wi-Fi modem. We currently use the USB sticks of course;

•

Data Mules (i.e. vehicles which come in and out of these areas could and should be able to
carry data from vehicles/machines which are not leaving the zones). Cheaper Satellite
packages;

•

SXPad with wire (to transfer data from MultiDAT) and then transfer the data from SXPAD in a
portable computer with a wire and then transfer the data in DropBox.
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Question 10
Approximately what percent of revenue do you spend on Information Technology, including
telecommunications?

Please note that it is not surprising to obtain a majority of “I don’t know” answers for this question, as
most respondents were not in the IT department of their respective companies. A quick review on the
Internet revealed that the forestry sector, which falls under the materials and natural resources
industries, spends about 1% of its revenues on IT. This is quite a bit less than other industries like
transportation, pharmaceuticals, software and banking for example.
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Conclusion
•

As expected, the results confirm that overall use of mobile technology will increase in the short
term, especially the use of tablet PC and smartphones;

•

While iPhone and Android technology gain in popularity, Blackberry phones usage will
decrease. Microsoft products will remain the dominant technology used;

•

Garmin and SX Blue GPS receivers prevail everywhere in all operations in Canada;

•

ESRI products are predominant over other GIS/mapping platforms;

•

Many respondents expressed the need for mobile applications that would eliminate paper form;

•

The lack of cellular coverage and high cost of satellite communications remains a main concern;

•

There is a great desire for more automated data transfer through satellite or by using
smartphones / Wi-Fi technology.

The survey results will be helpful to align the future development strategies for FPInnovations, notably for
the FPDat / FPTrak platform.
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